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INTRODUCTION 
 

As consistent with Marvel Studios Movies’ Avengers’ series, Avenger’s: Infinity War 

(2018) intentionally designs the entire movie to criticize and mock the Christian gospel message 

directly. The movie does not have anti-Christian themes as part of some greater message in 

which only a few themes would be objectionable to Christian theology, such as having a scene of 

adultery, foul words scattered here and there, a character with one pantheistic belief statement, or 

the embracing of witchcraft in a passing comment. Instead, the subject matter of the movie, in its 

entirety, intends to contradict a core tenant of Scripture. Avenger’s: Infinity War (henceforth 

AIW) scoffs at the beauty of the biblical doctrine of election.1 It portrays election as a doctrine to 

be fought by “Earth’s greatest heroes” and those across the entire universe. 

In what follows, I will sketch briefly and broadly how the movie denigrates election, the 

biblical God who elects, and thus also those who hold to any belief in election.2 To do so, I will 

propose a Plot for the movie, a Big Idea, and a demonstration of the Aristotelian/seasonal 

                                                
1. The movie’s outtake solidifies this idea. In the scene, a driverless SUV crashes in front of Nick Fury and 

Maria Hill’s SUV. The SUV is driverless due to the Rapture of those whom Thanos has elected unto death. In the 
same scene, a helicopter crashes into a building because it is pilotless, due to the pilot’s rapturing. In Christian 
theology, the Rapture – in whatever eschatological scheme – is the coming event for the elect upon the return of 
Christ. AIW rightfully portrays the Rapture as scenes of chaos, but intends for the audience to view this is something 
negative rather than something hopeful. One discerns this by the whole of the movie, and by Nick Fury’s attempts to 
respond to the event by (1) sending a distress signal to Captain Marvel in order for her to intervene, and (2) cursing 
the event with a truncated F-bomb—an F-bomb truncated by Fury’s own election and rapture to disintegration. 
Note, too, the bewilderment and incredulity of the other Avengers and Guardians as they witness the disappearance 
of their colleagues. 
 

2. The movie is a mocking of Christian belief. On Titan, Dr. Strange asks Quill, “What master do you 
serve?” Quill replies, “What am I supposed to say? ‘Jesus?’” Long prior to the exchange on Titan with Dr. Strange, 
Thanos and Gomara have an exchange and development on Vormir that mocks the crucifixion of Christ: Gomora: 
“No. This isn’t love.” Thanos: “I ignored my destiny once. I cannot do that again. Not even for you…. I’m sorry 
little one.” Then Thanos kills his daughter in order to gain the power of the Soul Stone. The scene intends to mimic 
God the Father bruising Jesus in order to provide salvation for us (cf. Isa. 53:10). But Thanos wants salvation for a 
selfish glory, and not for a glory to be enjoyed by all with sacrificial love of himself to provide that joy (e.g., “I 
ignored my destiny once. I cannot do it again”). 
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archetypes of literature for the movie. Each of them points toward a message against election. I 

will begin by proposing a definition for election. 

 
DEFINITION OF ELECTION 

 
The Westminster Confession of Faith says of the doctrine of election,  

 
God from all eternity, did, by the most wise and holy counsel of His own will, 
freely, and unchangeably ordain whatsoever comes to pass; yet so, as thereby 
neither is God the author of sin, nor is violence offered to the will of the creatures; 
nor is the liberty or contingency of second causes taken away, but rather 
established. Although God knows whatsoever may or can come to pass upon all 
supposed conditions; yet has He not decreed anything because He foresaw it as 
future, or as that which would come to pass upon such conditions. By the decree of 
God, for the manifestation of His glory, some men and angels are predestinated 
unto everlasting life; and others foreordained to everlasting death…. As God has 
appointed the elect unto glory, so has He, by the eternal and most free purpose of 
His will, foreordained all the means thereunto. Wherefore, they who are elected, 
being fallen in Adam, are redeemed by Christ, are effectually called unto faith in 
Christ by His Spirit working in due season, are justified, adopted, sanctified, and 
kept by His power, through faith, unto salvation. Neither are any other redeemed 
by Christ, effectually called, justified, adopted, sanctified, and saved, but the elect 
only…. The doctrine of this high mystery of predestination is to be handled with 
special prudence and care, that men, attending the will of God revealed in His 
Word, and yielding obedience thereunto, may, from the certainty of their effectual 
vocation, be assured of their eternal election. So shall this doctrine afford matter of 
praise, reverence, and admiration of God; and of humility, diligence, and abundant 
consolation to all that sincerely obey the Gospel.3 
 
In other words, very simply, election is the doctrine that teaches that God, from eternity 

past, in mercy, without cause related to merit, freely chose to save some for salvation, that it is 

the only means by which persons are saved, and that only those who are elect will be saved. As a 

corollary, only those who are elect will leave this world to be with Christ in his return.4 

                                                
3. Westminster Assembly, The Westminster Confession of Faith: With Proof Texts. (Horsham, Pa.: Great 

Commission Publications, 1992). 
 

4. This is true whether one holds to a Dispensational or Covenantal Biblical Theology, whether one holds 
to a Pre-, Mid-, or Post-Tribulation theory on the Rapture, or whether one is Pre-, Post-, or Amillennial in one’s 
eschatology of the kingdom of God. 
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From the outset of AIW, the writers place the privilege of election in the hands of the 

antagonist, Thanos, so as to make it a horrible teaching that should be rejected. This is evident in 

the writers’ construction of the intentional direction of the story. 

 
PLOT GOAL 

 
In the opening scene of the wreckage of the Asgardian vessel, through Thanos, the 

opening words of AIW introduce the concepts of salvation, privilege, and mercy: 

Maw, Herald of Thanos:   “Hear me and rejoice. You have had the privilege of being 
saved by the great Thanos. You may think this is suffering. 
No, it is not. This is salvation. The universal scales tip 
toward balance because of your sacrifice. Even in death 
you have become children of Thanos.5 

 
Mockingly, Maw announces to those on Asgard and the Asgardian carrier, who have been 

slaughtered by Thanaos and his warriors, that their slaughtering is a privilege—one in which 

they should find joy. The joy stems from salvation (1) from suffering starvation and poverty on 

their home planets (i.e., this present world) and (2) unto adoption by Thanos – e.g. “become 

children of Thanos” – even though by “children” the movie writers mean “victimized subjects,” 

and that the subject victimized should find being victimized by Thanos particularly honoring. 

The victims have been privileged – elected with honor – to be saved. 

 The negative portrayal of election manifests itself in Thanos’ understanding of himself. 

These are his opening words: 

Thanos:   I know what it’s like to lose: You feel so desperately that 
you are right, but you get to fail nevertheless. I ask you, to 
what end? Dread it; run from it; destiny arrives all the 
same: And now it’s here. Or should I say, “I am?”6 

                                                
5. This is an allusion to John 1:12: “But to all who did receive him, who believed in his name, he gave the 

right to become children of God.” 
 
6. This is an allusion to John 8:58 with echo to Exodus 3:14: Jesus said to them, “Truly, truly, I say to you, 

before Abraham was, I am” (John 8:58); “God said to Moses, “I AM WHO I AM.” And he said, “Say this to the 
people of Israel: ‘I AM has sent me to you’” (Exod. 3:14). 
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Thanos sees himself as the destiny of all persons: He is the “I AM” of the AIW universe. You can 

dread him and run from him, but you will meet up with him eventually and submit yourself to his 

power. You will lose to him every time, no matter how hard one fights. The end of all striving is 

Thanos—not for a good, beatific, happy experience of all persons, but for a gruesome, unwanted, 

hopeless death, so that Thanos can bring balance to the universe.7 

Thanos is a tyrant, wielding his selective salvation with terror rather than love.8 His 

mercy is cruel, rescuing people from their happy lives—lives Thanos views as sad because they 

cannot enjoy material bliss in the present.9 Election from Thanos is a tool for terror and not a tool 

for enjoying the mutual glory of the “savior.”10 

Thus, the movie intends for the characters in the movie to embrace Thanos and his plan 

of salvation. I would state it this way: 

The Plot Goal of AIW is for the universe to see that the suffering under Thanos really is 
the privilege of being saved by the great Thanos—of becoming his children. 

 

                                                
7. In the Space Scene with the Guardians of the Galaxy (27:15), Gomora says of Thanos, “The entire time I 

knew he only ever had one goal: To bring balance to the universe by wiping out half of all life.” 
 

8. The exchange between Thanos and Gomora is informative:  Gomora: “I was a child when you took me.” 
Thanos: “I saved you.” Gomora: “No. No. We were happy on my home planet.” Thanos: “Going to bed hungry; 
scrounging for food every day? Your planet was on the brink of collapse! You know what’s happened since then? 
The children born have known nothing but full bellies and clear skies. It’s a paradise.” Gomora: “Because you 
murdered have the planet.” Thanos: “A small price to pay for salvation.” Equally informative is Thanos’ exchange 
with Dr. Strange on Titan: Thanos: “When we faced extinction. I offered a solution.” Strange: “Genocide.” Thanos: 
“But random, dispassionate to rich and poor alike…. I call that, ‘Mercy.’ I finally rest and watch the sunrise on 
a grateful universe.” 
 

9. In the Scene Outside of Time Sanctuary in NYC and with Spiderman on Bus (18:00), Maw says to the 
Avengers, “Hear me and rejoice. You are about to die at the hands of the children of Thanos thankful that your 
meaningless lives are now contributing to….” He is abruptly cut off by the Avengers. 
 

10. Gomora says of Thanos’ brand of election, “All my life I dreams of a day when you got what you 
deserved…. You kill and torture, and you call it ‘mercy.’ The universe has judged you. You asked it for a prize and 
it told you No… because you love nothing; no one.” 
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If this movie ends on the trajectory it began, I would expect Thanos to bring all persons into 

subjection to his rule through election, and for the universe to accept Thanos’ rule and 

philosophy.11 

PLOT CONFLICT 
 

The only things standing between Thanos and his quest to become the most powerful god 

in the universe are (1) locating the infinity stones and accomplishing the tasks to obtain them, (2) 

the Avengers (and their friends), and (3) the Guardians of the Galaxy. That is, if in the second 

scene he could locate the stones, and there were no Avengers or Guardians, Thanos would snap 

his fingers and remove half of the universe from existence. The rest of the universe would be 

under his rule. 

The Avengers and the Guardians both have flaws that they admit to or display before one 

another. One thinks of Loki’s failed attempt to kill Thanos, Thor’s admittance of losing his eye 

to his sister and having a host of other dysfunctional family concerns, Quill’s jealousy of Thor, 

Groot’s pubescence arrogance, Hulk’s powerlessness before Thanos and fear of entering the war, 

Tony Stark’s pride, Gomora’s and Rocket’s lies, Peter Parker’s fear of being impregnated with 

alien eggs and his fear of dying, Banner tripping over the stone in Wakanda while wearing the 

Iron Man suit and his failure to think of dislocating each of Vision’s Mind Stone’s neurons, and 

Quill’s failure to control his temper. These flaws represent one type of obstacle within the overall 

Plot Conflict. 

Also, the Infinity Stones are not in one location. Thanos possesses the Power Stone when 

the movie opens. However, the Space Stone is with the Asgardians, the Reality Stone is on 

Knowhere, the Soul Stone is on Vormir, and the Time and Mind Stones are on Earth with Dr. 

                                                
11. Maw, in the opening scenes, bowing before Thanos and presenting the Space Stone: “My humble 

personage bows before your grandeur…. No other being has had the might to wield not one but two Infinity Stones. 
The universe lies within your grasp.” 
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Strange and Vision. Thanos must traverse the galaxy and overcome barriers standing in front of 

his possession of the stones, including giving the soul of Gomora. This is a second type of 

obstacle within the Plot Conflict. So the Plot Conflict may be stated as follows: 

The Plot Conflicts of AIW are the flawed Avengers and Guardians who are determined to 
stop Thanos, and the stones being at various locations of difficulties. 

 
Without these conflicts, Thanos would possess the stones immediately. Yet, the movie does not 

end with the heroes stopping Thanos from possessing the stones. 

PLOT RESOLUTION 
 

The Plot resolves as the persons of the universe (1) admit their flaws to one another, (2) 

make sacrifices of their lives to save one another (despite some who will not make such 

sacrifices selfishly— [Drax on Titan, the Hulk, and Groot for most of the movie]),12 (3) come to 

learn who one another are and one another’s strengths, (4) overcome their fear of Thanos and 

band together to attempt to defeat Thanos and his army all over the universe, (5) hope in a plan 

to defeat Thanos, (6) but yet lose to the too-powerful Thanos as he obtains all the stones and 

wields his selection of the deaths of half of the universe to his complete satisfaction, (7) because 

they should be aiming for the “head” of Thanos, and not the “heart.”13 The full resolution reveals 

failure and hope. 

                                                
12. For example, in the opening scenes, Heimdall the Seer uses the last of his dark magic to transport the 

Hulk to earth, and Thanos says “That was a mistake” and kills him. The Seer sacrifices his life for all others. 
Similarly, Tony Stark makes a choice to save Spiderman and leave (having a child with) Pepper in order to save the 
universe. At one point, Dr. Strange says to Tony Stark, “When it comes to saving you or the kid or the stone, I will 
not hesitate to save the stone, because the universe depends on it.” In the Scene on Earth at the Colonel’s Home 
(54:00), Vision offers his own life to save the others the same way Gomora gives her life. But Captain America 
retorts, “We don’t trade lives, Vision.” On the Dwarf Star, Thor holds open the structure and takes the full force of 
the star at the risk of his own life in order to restart the star and save others. Groot gives up a limb in order to make a 
handle for the ax so that Thor does not die. Yet in Wakanda, Captain America says to Vision: “I thought I told you 
to run.” Vision replies, “We don’t trade lives” (with the implication being that Thanos [e.g., God] trades lives in the 
process of election and in being the supreme being in the universe). 
 

13. The play on the “head” and not the “heart” runs throughout the movie. It is a contrast between emotions 
and intellectual reasoning. But it also intends to indicate that (1) Christians reason on the basis of emotions and not 
on the basis on intellect, and (2) that their God of election has no heart for which to aim, and so unbelievers should 
just cut off his head because election is an unintelligent doctrine. Remember, Gomora has said that Thanos loves no 
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SUBJECT 
 

The Subject of AIW is Thanos’ tyrannical attempts to obtain the power of the six Infinity 

Stones in order to bring balance to the universe’s population. The quest for the Infinity Stones 

drives the entire story. Thanos is bent on finding them, and the Avengers and Guardians are 

determined to stop him from obtaining them. Thanos will punish Thor and kill Loki for one, he 

will destroy the earth and kill two Avengers for two of them, he lures Gomora to himself through 

trickery for another stone and eventually kills her for an additional stone, and he will kill the 

inhabitants of the dwarf’s forge to obtain a glove that can hold the stones. Dr. Strange, Vision, 

and Gomora work especially hard to prevent Thanos from obtaining stones from or through 

them, even though they fail ultimately. 

The stones are not for a display of jewelry. As Gomora informs the heroes, once Thanos 

has all six of them, he will be able to wipe out half of the universe with a snap of his fingers. 

Thanos has been bent on this quest since Gomora’s childhood. His intent for the stones is to 

provide “balance” to the universe. 

COMPLEMENT 
 

The commentary on the Subject of AIW is, witnesses the destruction of half of the 

universe’s population through the election that he deems to be mercy, despite the all-out efforts 

of the greatest heroes to defeat Thanos and his warriors, but holds hope for the earth as the 

Avengers overcome self-centeredness and focus together on defeating Thanos, while awaiting the 

revelation(s) of the one end-game plan to defeat Thanos and of Captain Marvel. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                
one, and the movie depicts him loving only Gomora and not even her mother or her people. But Gomora says to 
him, “Tears? Really?” She indicates he has no heart. 
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BIG IDEA (or THE MEANING) 
 

The Big Idea of AIW is, 
 

Thanos’ tyrannical attempts to obtain the power of the six Infinity Stones in order to 
bring balance to the universe’s population 

witnesses the destruction of half of the universe’s population through the election 
that he deems to be mercy, 

despite the all-out efforts of the greatest heroes to defeat Thanos and his 
warriors,  

but holds hope for the earth, 
as the Avengers overcome self-centeredness and focus together on 
defeating Thanos,  

while awaiting the revelation(s) of the one end-game plan to defeat 
Thanos and of Captain Marvel. 

 
The Big Idea shows that the movie places the destruction of the universe (evil) in the hands of 

Thanos (the god), and places the hope of the universe (good) in the hands of the Avengers, 

Guardians, and others who will risk their very lives to save the universe from election. 

 
LITERARY ARCHETYPES 

 
Both classical and modern literature recognize four all-encompassing archetypes in 

literature, even if modern literature does not recognize an all-encompassing meta-narrative to 

hold together the archetypes. Those archetypes are the Stories of Fall, Winter, Spring, and 

Summer, also known as the concepts of Tragedy, the Unideal, Comedy, and the Ideal. AIW 

manifests the following archetypes (Fig. 1)  

The Literary Archetypes in AIW reveal the universe to be a dystopian setting if one such 

as Thanos rules with the power of election at his disposal. It is tragic (Evil) for Thanos to obtain 

the stones and rule with election. It is unideal (Judgment) for [the Earth and galaxies to allow] 

such a being to sacrifice his daughter in death, no matter how many lives are “saved” by her 

sacrifice.  
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Summer / Ideal 
 

Dr. Strange sees one plan out of 14,000,605 that will defeat Thanos  
and puts it into action by giving the Time Stone to Thanos 

 and his life in place of Tony Stark’s life. 
 

Nick Fury calls Captain Marvel to respond to the distress on Earth caused by Thanos. 
 
 
 
 

Fall / Tragedy 
 

Thanos obtains the Infinity Stones 
through merciless killing (that he deems 

as “mercy”) and obtains the power to 
bring balance to what he perceives to be 
woeful conditions of overpopulation for 
the paucity of resources available to the 
various planets, being the only one with 
the will to act, and being the one who 

thinks the destiny of all rests  
in himself. 

 
Thanos removes half of the universe in a 
moment once he obtains all Six Infinity 

Stones. 
 

The Avengers and Guardians act out of 
pride, fear, jealousy, toward one another. 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

No  
Meta-

Narrative/ 
No 

Gen 3:15 
 
 
 

Spring / Comedy 
 

The Avengers and Guardians of the earth 
and galaxy, and others aligned with them 

(Dwarf, Wakandans, Agents of 
S.H.I.E.L.D) work to thwart Thanos from 

obtaining all-power in the universe. 
 

The Avengers and Guardians overcome 
their flawed backgrounds and self-

centeredness in order to work together to 
defeat Thanos. 

Winter / Unideal 
 

The universe judges with death Gomora (rather than Thanos) and those fighting for the good 
of the universe – for people to be free to live as they wish without concern 

for whether Thanos judges them to be doing well or not. 
 

Thanos, though wounded in the heart, recovers and is able to watch the sunset on 
his planet with complete satisfaction in his form of bringing balance to the universe. 

 
Fig. 1. Literary Archetypes of AIW 
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In contrast to the tragic and ideal, Spring (Deliverance) appears with the whole universe 

fighting against Thanos’ intent to rule the universe with his power. In AIW’s meta-narrativeless 

story, it would be salvation for the Avengers (humans), et. al., to defeat Thanos (g/God). But 

even if they fail, the Story of Summer will appear with the hope of Captain Marvel bringing 

about the destruction of Thanos, and with Dr. Strange seeing a hopeful day on the horizon in 

which Thanos is defeated. 

CONCLUSION 
 

In considering the teaching of AIW, one recognizes errors in the assumptions of its 

theology (or anti-theology). First, Thanos’ version of salvation does not involve a united 

Godhead being in agreement in on a plan of salvation. Thanos and Gomorrah – the wielder of the 

stones and salvation, and the instrumental means of obtaining the Soul Stone through her death – 

are not in agreement in their plan for saving the universe; Gomora is not interested in Thanos’ 

form of salvation. Thanos and Gomora have two different plans of salvation – one to save half of 

the population of the universe from a lack of sustainable resources, the other to save the entire 

universe from the will and power of Thanos. Thanos’ version of salvation is driven selfishly and 

is full of hubris, allowing him to sacrifice his daughter without love and agreement with her, all 

the while pursuing a destiny that does not involve anything other than his subjects’ subjugation. 

Second, the “mercy” involved in Thanos’ salvation does not rescue the recipients from 

death, but brings about their deaths—their annihilations. Those dying cannot say, “To die is to 

gain” (Phil. 1:21) or “in [Thanos’] presence is fullness of joy” (Ps. 16:11). The victims die in 

complete fear of Thanos and death. They do not die with the hope of enjoying Thanos (or 

Gomora) even more. 

Moreover, there is no motivation for offering “mercy” with respect to the sinfulness of 

those in the universe. Thanos extends his version of mercy to people whose only wrongdoing is 
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to be contented in their present, meager living conditions on their resource-stripped planets. The 

people are not in need of mercy because they have rebelled against the rule of Thanos. 

Third, the election is capricious, rather than flowing from the mind of an omniscient, 

omnipotent, all-wise, and eternally loving God. Biblical election is intentional and not random; it 

is mysterious to us with respect to the mechanics, but is certain with respect to those chosen.  

Even with these errors, AIW provides an opportunity for believers to enter into worldview 

conversations with those holding to AIW’s worldview. We should offer to those who would scoff 

at a god who seems to elect capriciously (e.g., Thanos), the biblical God who lovingly rescues 

from the wrath due for rebellion to his will some persons when all persons deserve to perish. We 

need to present the Four Gospels’ story of Christ – eternally loved by his Father, eternally loving 

his Father, and they together eternally loving the subjects of Earth – who always does the will of 

his Father and makes his sacrifice out of joy for the joy of his subjects, removing their sins from 

them and giving them power to please God. We need to ask, “If God were totally un\like Thanos, 

and was someone to be enjoyed rather than hated, someone full of grace rather than someone 

acting as a terrorist, would you consider believing on his Son?”  

Avenger’s: Infinity War attempts to vilify the Christian God and malign the biblical 

doctrine of election. Yet the hope for responding to the opportunities for the gospel provided by 

AIW rests in one end game: Christ crucified and raised from the dead. The movie does not 

present a loving substitute who seeks the blessing of his people. But that is the work of the God 

who offers salvation through mercy to those he chooses to save.  

 


